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ABSTRACT
As a contribution to a detailed evaluation of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)-type
coupled climate models against observations, this study analyzes Arctic sea ice parameters simulated by
the Max-Planck-Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) fully coupled climate model ECHAM5/Max-PlanckInstitute for Meteorology Hamburg Primitive Equation Ocean Model (MPI-OM) for the period from 1980 to
1999 and compares them with observations collected during field programs and by satellites. Results of the
coupled run forced by twentieth-century CO2 concentrations show significant discrepancies during summer
months with respect to observations of the spatial distribution of the ice concentration and ice thickness.
Equally important, the coupled run lacks interannual variability in all ice and Arctic Ocean parameters. Causes
for such big discrepancies arise from errors in the ECHAM5/MPI-OM atmosphere and associated errors in
surface forcing fields (especially wind stress). This includes mean bias pattern caused by an artificial circulation around the geometric North Pole in its atmosphere, as well as insufficient atmospheric variability in the
ECHAM5/MPI-OM model, for example, associated with Arctic Oscillation/North Atlantic Oscillation (AO/
NAO). In contrast, the identical coupled ocean–ice model, when driven by NCEP–NCAR reanalysis fields,
shows much increased skill in its ice and ocean circulation parameters. However, common to both model runs
is too strong an ice export through the Fram Strait and a substantially biased heat content in the interior of the
Arctic Ocean, both of which may affect sea ice budgets in centennial projections of the Arctic climate system.

1. Introduction
The projection of sea ice provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggests a dramatic decline of Arctic summer sea ice extent (SIE) over
the next 50 to 100 years. Yet, an analysis of the full ensemble of all IPCC climate projections of Arctic summer
sea ice under increasing CO2 conditions shows a considerable spread of individual simulations (Stroeve et al.
2007) and reveals that only 50% of all solutions suggest
an extinction of Arctic summer sea ice by 2100 (Serreze
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et al. 2007) in response to enhanced atmospheric CO2
concentrations. This points to substantial uncertainties in
projected climate indices, among them summer sea ice
parameters. At the same time it underlines the need to
carefully test the skill of coupled climate models to improve them and to increase the confidence in the IPCC
climate projections of important climate parameters.
With respect to testing sea ice simulations of models
participating in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4), several studies have been performed. For example, Parkinson et al. (2006) compared sea ice extent in 11
GCMs participating in IPCC AR4 [including the ECHAM/
Max-Planck-Institute for Meteorology Hamburg Primitive
Equation Ocean Model (MPI-OM)] with satellite data.
They found that, based on a subset of 11 models, on average they overestimated the mean sea ice extent in the
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Northern Hemisphere throughout the year with a maximum difference of 14.1% in concentration reached during
September. Similar results were obtained by Zhang and
Walsh (2006), Kattsov et al. (2007), and Arzel et al. (2006),
who used different subsets of IPCC AR4 models. Hu et al.
(2004) noted significant differences in multimodel annual
mean ice thickness from IPCC AR4 models with the climatology of Bourke and Garrett (1987) in that the maximum ice thickness was shifted to the center of the Arctic
Basin instead of north of Canadian Archipelago and toothick ice in the region from the Kara Sea to the Barents
Sea. Gerdes and Köberle (2007) compared Arctic sea ice
thickness variability in IPCC AR4 simulations of the
twentieth-century climate and in ocean–sea ice hindcasts.
The authors documented the significant spread in sea ice
simulations and identified a few models with apparently
better quality than others relative to observations. Most
of the above studies agree that correct atmospheric forcing fields are critical for obtaining reasonable simulations
of the sea ice characteristics (Walsh and Crane 1992; Bitz
et al. 2002), more so than details of underlying sea ice
models (Flato et al. 2004). Chapman and Walsh (2007)
showed that, relative to the 40-yr European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ReAnalysis (ERA-40), IPCC AR4 models tend to have
colder surface air temperatures (by 18–28C) and higher
sea level pressure (SLP) over the Eurasian sector of
the Arctic Ocean. Cassano et al. (2006) analyze Arctic
circulation patterns in 10 IPCC AR4 models (excluding
ECHAM5/MPI-OM) and found that high-pressure circulation patterns over the central Arctic are usually
overestimated and that low-pressure patterns, such as
the Icelandic low, are underestimated.
In contrast to previous ensemble investigations, the
goal of this paper is to perform a detailed analysis of the
MPI-M coupled ocean–ice model results. Specifically,
the analysis aims at identifying the quality and potential
causes of errors in the model’s present day simulations
of sea ice concentration and thickness distribution as
well as ice transports. Testing the hindcast of coupled
climate models against the existing climate data record
provides a stringent test of the model’s skill in simulating
present-day climate and its variability. However, performing a detailed model evaluation against observations
is difficult in a multimodel intercomparison context and
usually takes an in-depth analysis of an individual simulation. The coupled ECHAM5/MPI-OM model was chosen here because it was identified before as one of the best
in simulating sea ice parameters (Parkinson et al. 2006).
Any deficit identified below is therefore likely to hold also
for all other IPCC-type models.
The model evaluation will be performed based on two
simulations of the identical ocean–ice coupled model.

One of the simulations is a twentieth-century simulation
of the fully coupled ECHAM5/MPI-OM model. The
second run is driven by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis. The two runs
were identified because the first run represents a typical
present-day climate simulation of an IPCC-type coupled
model while the second run represents an ocean–sea ice
simulation containing a more realistic atmosphere, thus
quantifying in detail the impact of the atmosphere on the
MPI-OM sea ice simulations. A comparison of model results will focus on the 20-yr period from 1980 to 1999,
which represents a typical sea ice ‘‘climatology’’ period
that is used by most of the above-mentioned model–
observation comparison studies. We will see below that
substantial problems exist with coupled climate models
simulating the present day Arctic ice climate. We therefore left out the recent extreme years, which are being
studied separately in several individual investigations (e.g.,
Kauker et al. 2009; Lindsay et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2008).
The objectives of this study are in detail:
d

d

d

d

to evaluate the skill of IPCC AR4 model ECHAM5/
MPI-OM in simulating climatological sea ice characteristics;
to evaluate the skill of IPCC AR4 model ECHAM5/
MPI-OM in simulating Arctic climate variability;
to estimate how atmospheric forcing influences sea ice
characteristics in this specific model; and
to estimate how different ocean states in the model
may affect the simulated sea ice distribution.

The structure of the remaining paper is as follows: in
section 2 we describe the approach and datasets used in
this study as well as their uncertainties. In section 3 we
discuss simulations of the sea ice concentrations and
thickness and compare them with observations. Section
4 concentrates on ice transports. Section 5 describes
atmospheric and ocean forcing fields. Section 6 provides
a discussion and concluding remarks.

2. Methodology
Our study is based on output of the MPI-OM, which
will be compared here with available satellite and in
situ observations of sea ice concentration (SIC), sea ice
thickness (SIT), and sea ice drift. In the following we
will describe the underlying numerical experiments
before summarizing the observations.

a. MPI-OM model
All numerical experiments are based on the coupled
ocean–ice MPI-OM model. Technical details of the ocean
module and the embedded sea ice module are provided
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by Marsland et al. (2003) and Jungclaus et al. (2006).
The ocean model is based on the primitive equations for
a hydrostatic Boussinesq fluid and is formulated with a
free surface on an Arakawa C grid. It is run here with
1.58 horizontal resolution and with 40 unevenly spaced
vertical levels. The model uses an along-isopycnal diffusion following Redi (1982) and Griffies (1998), and
isopycnal tracer mixing by unresolved eddies is parameterized following Gent et al. (1995). The embedded sea
ice module is a Hibler-type dynamic–thermodynamic
sea ice model with viscous-plastic rheology and snow
(Hibler 1979). Thermodynamic growth of sea ice is described by the zero-layer formulation of Semtner (1976).
The sea ice coverage is fractional within grid cells (frac)
and related to the thickness according to subgrid-scale
parameterization of lateral versus vertical ablation and
accretion following Stössel and Owens (1992). Haak
(2004) provided a detailed description of the ice model.
Jungclaus et al. (2006) investigated the general quality of the 300-year control integration of the ECHAM/
MPI-OM model and found that over much of the ocean
sea surface temperature (SST) in the model deviated
from the observations for less than 1 K. But there is some
greater regional difference, for example, the North Atlantic Current transports an excessive amount of heat to
the Barents Sea region, leading to higher than observed
SST there. Nevertheless global-scale transports of heat
and freshwater are in the good agreement with observations, some temperature and salinity deviations from
observations in intermediate and deep oceans are not
large enough to seriously influence large-scale circulations and the North Atlantic overturning circulation is
stable. The authors also made a rough examination of
Arctic sea ice characteristics in the model and point to
the lack of summer ice melting over Siberian and Canadian shelf and shifted sea ice circulation, issues that
will be addressed here in detail.
The following two runs are analyzed during this study:
i) A twentieth-century ECHAM5/MPI-OM run with
observed anthropogenic forcing (CO2, CH4, N2O,
CFCs, O3, and sulfate) which does not include any
CO2 increase after the year 2000. In the following
this run will be called ECHAM.
ii) A run of the MPI-OM model forced by the NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis (NCEP-RA1) surface forcing. In
the following this run will be called FNCEP.
Because those two runs differ only in their atmospheric component and respective forcing fields, differences in the resulting sea ice characteristics and ocean
conditions will shed light on the impact of the uncertainties
of the atmosphere of the fully coupled climate model on
the simulations of sea ice. We note that feedback processes
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over sea ice are included only in the ECHAM run. The
NCEP atmosphere has feedbacks included to the extent
that they are represented in observations that were assimilated, and since fluxes between the atmosphere and
the ocean are calculated using the bulk formula, those
feedbacks, at least to some extent, will be active here as
well.

1) THE ECHAM RUN
The ECHAM5/MPI-OM model is a coupled ocean–
atmosphere–ice model, with the ocean–ice component
represented by the MPI-OM model. For details of the
ECHAM5 atmosphere model see Roeckner et al. (2003);
it is based on version 5.2 of the ECHAM model and
was run at a T63 spatial resolution, equivalent to a 1.8758
resolution in latitude and longitude, with 31 vertical levels.
Atmosphere, ice, and ocean are coupled by means of
the Ocean–Atmosphere–Sea Ice–Soil (OASIS) coupler
(Valcke et al. 2003), which performs the interpolation
between ocean and atmosphere grids. From the atmosphere to the ocean it transfers fluxes of momentum,
heat and freshwater; from the ocean to the atmosphere it
transfers sea surface temperature, sea ice thickness and
concentration, snow thickness, and surface velocity. The
coupled model includes a river runoff scheme (Hagemann
and Dümenil 1997; Hagemann and Gates 2003) that treats
river runoff and glacier calving interactively in the atmosphere model, and the respective freshwater fluxes are
passed to the ocean as part of the atmospheric freshwater
flux field.
For this study we use a simulation of the twentieth
century driven by observed concentrations of climate
relevant gases and aerosols (20C3M). Three realizations
of the twentieth century have been performed in this
configuration, which started from three different initial
conditions of a preindustrial control integration. However, instead of using an ensemble average of all three
runs, we analyze only one individual run, following the
recognition (e.g., Gerdes and Köberle 2007) that ensemble means contain less model-generated intrinsic
variability than individual realizations which is the focus
of this paper.

2) THE NCEP FORCED RUN
To investigate the sensitivity of the simulated SIE and
the Arctic circulation and transport properties to the
atmospheric forcing, we use the output available from
a second experiment in which the ocean–ice component
of the ECHAM/MPI-OM model was forced by the
NCEP-RA1 reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) with otherwise
the same general setup, as described by Haak et al. (2003).
The NCEP-RA1 forcing fields consist of a downward
shortwave radiation, wind speed at 10 m, total cloud
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cover, dewpoint temperature, precipitation, air temperature at 2 m, wind stress, and mean river runoff. A global
scaling factor of 0.89 was applied to the NCEP-RA1
downward shortwave radiation to correct for systematic
bias between estimates of Earth Radiation and Budget
Experiment (ERBE) and ECMWF (Haak et al. 2003).
The model is initialized from Levitus et al. (1998) climatological temperature and salinity, and integrated 11 times
(in a cyclic manner) using daily NCEP-RA1 reanalysis
atmosphere forcing fields computed through bulk formulae for the time period 1948–2001, thus performing a 550year-long run. In ice-free regions, salinity in the surface
layer (0–12 m) is restored toward the Levitus climatology, with a time constant of 180 days. Heat fluxes are
parameterized through bulk formulae following Oberhuber (1993). As a consequence, the ocean’s model upper-layer temperature or the sea ice/snow layer skin
temperature reacts to changes in the air temperature very
quickly. As in the case of ECHAM, we use also only a
single run out of an ensemble of available FNCEP runs.
Sea ice concentrations between FNCEP runs were compared previously by Haak (2004), who found that differences between runs are negligible (see, e.g., Fig. 6.2 of
Haak 2004).

b. Satellite observations
Satellite data, used here for a test of the model results, were obtained from the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC) database and consist of sea ice
concentrations inferred from Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and from
channel 8, 11, and 13 radiance of the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I) on board the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) at a grid cell size
of 25 3 25 km as described by Cavalieri et al. (1996).
The SIC fields were generated from the measured radiances, using the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Team (NT) algorithm developed
by the Oceans and Ice Branch, Laboratory for Hydrospheric Processes at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC).
In the following we will use satellite-derived SIC primarily from March and September, representing periods
of highest and lowest sea ice concentration, respectively,
and compare those with model results. Respective satellite fields are interpolated onto the ocean model grid
by using distance-weighted averaging. In essence, the
code searches for the four nearest neighbors of the
destination grid point and calculates the mean of source
grid points weighted by the distance from the destination grid point. Below we will refer to this dataset as
‘‘GSFC.’’
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Figure 1 shows the time-mean GSFC SIC for March
and September, both averaged over the period 1980 to
1999. While the March field reveals an entirely ice covered Arctic, the September field shows a substantially
reduced ice cover around the rim of the basin, leaving
maximum SIC to the north of Greenland. Shown in the
lower row of the figure are associated standard deviation
(STD) fields resulting for both months from monthly
mean fields over the same 20-yr period. We show STD
values only in areas where time series of satellite SIC
observations last more than 20 years, essentially covering the period after 1987 (leaving out some fraction of
the central Arctic). The March fields show a fairly uniform ice distribution with close to 100% concentration
over most of the Arctic. Noticeable interannual variability in March SIC exists only along the edges toward
the Nordic Seas and in the Labrador Sea. We also note
that the time mean and STD ice concentration fields hint
at the impact of ocean transports on the ice edge and ice
distribution, notably the ice concentration along the
Greenland shelf and East Greenland Current as well as
variations of the ice edge in the Barents Sea. During
September, we find a variability around 10% of SIC over
large parts of the central Arctic. However, a large interannual September SIC variability exists around the
entire ice edge, especially on the Siberia shelf region.
In addition to satellite GSFC SIC fields, we use sea ice
motion fields as provided by the Polar Pathfinder program on a daily basis and with a 25-km spatial resolution
(Fowler 2003). This dataset, covering the period from
1980 to 1999, was computed from Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer, Special Sensor Microwave
Imager, and International Arctic Buoy Program (IABP)
buoy data. Daily gridded fields combine data from all
sensors.
While comparing models with satellite data, one needs
to address also the observational uncertainties. A comparison with sea ice concentration fields obtained from
AVHRR, Landsat, and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
data (Comiso et al. 1997) showed that GSFC dataset
tends to overestimate the sea ice concentration in regions
with relatively low concentration (up to 150% in some
cases) and to underestimate this parameter in regions
with relatively high ice concentration (up to 220% in
some cases). Moreover, Meier (2005) suggested that the
NT algorithm underestimates ice concentrations (relative
to AVHRR results) by 10.5% in summer and 8.4% during
winter months. According to the data documentation in
general, the accuracy of total sea ice concentrations is
within 65% of the actual sea ice concentration in winter,
and 615% in the Arctic during summer when melt ponds
are present on the sea ice. Johnson et al. (2007) compared
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FIG. 1. (top) Mean sea ice concentration analyzed from the GSFC satellite data over the period 1980–99 for (left)
March and (right) September. (bottom) Standard deviation of monthly mean sea ice concentrations analyzed from
the GSFC satellite data over the period 1980–1999 for (left) March and (right) September. Rectangles indicate
geographic locations for which time series of sea ice concentrations are shown in Fig. 9.

satellite-based observations of Arctic Ocean SIC with
those simulated by nine models as part of the Arctic Ocean
Model Intercomparison Project (AOMIP; Proshutinsky
and Kowalik 2007). The authors showed that all models
seem to agree reasonably well during winter months.
During summer months, however, SIC estimates vary less
between observational datasets than between models,
suggesting a substantially larger uncertainty in summer

sea ice simulations by climate models than uncertainties
present in the observational database.

c. In situ data
Because of the lack of sea ice thickness observations,
it is not straightforward to test the quality of sea ice
thickness simulations of climate models. However, sea
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TABLE 1. Sea ice thickness (in m) for April and August–September. The label ‘‘Atlas’’ refers to Romanov (1995).
April

August–September

Location

Atlas

ECHAM

NCEP

Atlas

ECHAM

NCEP

Central Arctic
Canadian Archipelago
Beaufort Sea
Coast of Alaska
Chukchi Sea
East Siberian Sea
Laptev Sea
Kara Sea E
Kara Sea W

2.4–3.2
3.2
2.4–3.2
1.8–1.2
1.8–1.2
1.8–2.4
#1.8
1–1.7
1.3

4–4.5
4–5
4.4
4.5
4.5–5
4.5–5
3.2–3.8
1.8–2.8
1–2

2.8–4
4.5–5
4–5
3–4
3.8–4
3.5–4
2.5–3
1.5–2
1–1.5

1.8–3
2.8–3
1.2–2.4
0–0.7
0–0.7
0.7–1.8
0–1.2
0–1.2
0

3.5–4
4–5
3.5–4
0–3.2
0–3.2
3.2–3.8
2.8–3.5
0–1.8
0.7

1.8–3.3
4–5
3.2–4
0–2.8
0–2.5
2–2.5
1.2–2.4
0
0

ice draft data collected by submarines in the Arctic
Ocean represent a relatively extensive dataset in time
and space from which ice thickness can be derived.
Unfortunately, only respective data from the central
Arctic Ocean have been unclassified by U.S. Navy and
Royal Navy, while we find the highest model data discrepancies in the Siberian seas.
The sea ice morphometric collected during Soviet
Union’s ‘‘Sever’’ (Konstantinov and Grachev 2000) airborne expeditions and ‘‘North Pole’’ drifting station
programs and other Russian sources were summarized
by Romanov (1995) in the form of hand-drawn contour
maps. The data in the Central Basin were obtained
mostly in the 1970s, while the data in Siberian Shelf Seas
have good spatial coverage also during the 1980s. Some
of the data used for the creation of those maps are
available at the NSIDC Web site (http://nsidc.org),
where among other things, maps of spatial data distributions are available as well. We will use this data as SIT
climatology. The other source of climatological thickness distribution is maps that cover the whole Arctic including marginal seas in Bourke and Garrett (1987). They
used 17 submarine cruises during 1960–82 and some additional data to construct maps of seasonal thickness
distribution. But unfortunately, in Bourke and Garrett
(1987), no submarine measurements are available in Kara
Sea and East Siberian Sea (cf. Table 1) and ice draft
measurements from only two submarine cruises are
available in the Northern Laptev Sea from 1960 and 1962.
We compare the maps from Romanov (1995) with the
mean estimate of the ice draft field obtained from 25
years (1975–2000) of submarine ice draft observations
in the central Arctic Ocean (Rothrock et al. 2008).
The two datasets show good agreement in the Canadian
and Alaskan sectors, but Romanov (1995) demonstrates
lower values (up to 90 cm) than Rothrock et al. (2008) in
the area near the North Pole. The differences might be
due either to climate variability, since the datasets cover
two different periods, or to sampling problems in both
datasets. Polyakov et al. (2003) estimated ice thickness

of fast ice on the basis of Russian observations on coastal
stations in four Arctic marginal seas from 1936 to 2000,
and found that sea ice thickness trends are small (about
1 cm decade21) and generally statistically insignificant.
Also, maximum April–May fast-ice thickness measurements from Polyakov et al. (2003) and the map of sea ice
thickness in April from Romanov (1995) show very good
agreement. In summary, the comparison with Rothrock
et al. (2008) and Polyakov et al. (2003) gives us a reason
to assume that the maps of Romanov (1995) can be used
as climatology for the 1980–99 period.

3. Sea ice concentration and thickness
We will start the analysis of SIC by comparing simulated SIC fields with observations. The comparison will
be performed in terms of seasonal and interannual SIC
variations. The analysis of sea ice transports, of differences in the atmospheric forcing and in the underlying
ocean simulations will follow in the next sections.

a. Seasonal distribution of sea ice concentration
Figure 2 shows that simulated SIC from the model runs
ECHAM and FNCEP for March are in good agreement
with satellite data (cf. Fig. 1). In both cases the fields show
concentrations near unity, and the locations of the ice
edge agree with observations almost everywhere. The
largest discrepancy appears in the reproduction of the ice
tongue along the Greenland shelf, associated with the
East Odden, where the model realizations tend to overestimate the observed SIC in this region. The ECHAM
run shows somewhat better results than FNCEP near
Greenland, but underestimates SIC in the region between Spitsbergen and Novaya Zemlya islands. In contrast, FNCEP simulates too much ice near Greenland and
closer to observations in the region between Spitsbergen
and Novaya Zemlya islands. Nevertheless, we can conclude that the model runs satisfactorily reproduce the
wintertime sea ice extent and concentration.
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FIG. 2. (top) March mean sea ice concentrations (1980–99) simulated by (left) the ECHAM run and (right) the
FNCEP run. (bottom) Differences in March mean (1980–99) sea ice concentrations of (left) ECHAM minus GSFC
and (right) FNCEP minus GSFC.

The situation is substantially different during September (Fig. 3) when the simulated sea ice concentrations
show significant discrepancies with respect to observations, even after taking into account errors in satellite
data. Most noticeable, both model runs overestimate SIC
in the Laptev and East Siberian seas, near the Canadian
coast and in the Canadian Archipelago. Positive biases
reach concentration values of 0.4–0.6 in the Canadian
Archipelago and 0.8 along the east Siberian coast. Satellite data suggest that the latter region is ice free during

summer months, or at least has low ice concentration,
while both models show high SIC for this region. This
holds especially for the ECHAM run, which shows further positive biases near Spitsbergen, Franz Josef Land,
and east of Greenland. In contrast, negative biases of
about 0.4–0.5 are present in the FNCEP run to the north
of the Kara Sea and further to the center of the Arctic
Basin.
By showing the summer sea ice extent between 1900
and 2008 as simulated for twentieth-century conditions
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for September.

by the ECHAM and FNCEP runs together with the
observed Arctic summer sea ice extent for the satellite
era, Fig. 4 illustrates the (by now well known) decline of
the summer SIC over the entire observational record (see
also the recent discussion by Parkinson and Cavalieri
2008). SIC also declines in the twentieth-century ECHAM
run, but more slowly than observed. In contrast, the
FNCEP run visually comes much closer to observed sea
ice conditions in terms of the general level of SIE, and its
decline rate, but also in terms of its interannual variability; however, the decline rate does not withstand a

formal significance test. A comparison of the ECHAM
and FNCEP results suggests a large sensitivity of the
detailed characteristics of sea ice simulations to the details of the atmospheric forcing. Anticipating results,
which are presented below, Fig. 4 thus already suggests
that much of the deficits in the sea ice simulation of the
coupled ECHAM model arise to a large extent (and
maybe more than anything else) from problems in the
model’s atmosphere. This is consistent with results of
previous studies, based on the earlier generations of climate models (Walsh and Crane 1992; Bitz et al. 2002;
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drawn by Deweaver and Bitz (2006), who identified the
absence of typical atmospheric summertime features in
the atmospheric circulation to be a primary problem of the
NCAR Community Climate System Model 3.0 (CCSM3)
sea ice simulation. The consistency of both conclusions
might indicate that this is a more general problem in climate models.

b. Seasonal sea ice thickness

FIG. 4. (top) September Arctic Sea ice extent (km2 3 106) as
observed over the last 30 yr (through 2008; green curve) and as
simulated by the MPI-OM ECHAM run (red curve), and the
FNCEP run (blue curve). The period used in this analysis is marked
by the rectangle, and the linear least squares fit through this period
is shown by straight lines. (bottom) Distribution of Northern
Hemisphere sea ice concentration (bin width 0.1 frac, beginning at
0.01 frac.) for September (1980–99), as simulated by the two model
runs and as observed by satellites.

Flato et al. 2004) and there is not much improvement
to report in this respect (Chapman and Walsh 2007).
Eisenman et al. (2007) discussed recently the impact of
errors in the cloudiness over the Arctic on equilibrium
sea ice solutions.
Figure 4 in its lower panel shows histograms of September SIC as they follow from GSFC data and from the
two model runs. In the case of GSFC, the distribution
peaks near concentrations of zero and unity, and thus
has a shape not unlike that of the probability distribution of a harmonic function. The most significant differences to this observed distribution appears to exist in
the ECHAM run, which peaks around unity, suggesting
that the simulation of summer sea ice by this model is by
far too compact as compared to observations, but also as
compared to the FNCEP run. In contrast, histograms
from all three datasets agree for March (not shown),
again suggesting that the biggest problems exist in the
summer sea ice concentrations of the ECHAM climate
model. Our findings are in agreement with conclusions

In Figs. 5 and 6 we compare simulated and observed
SIT fields. For that purpose climatological SIT maps were
adapted from Romanov (1995) for April and August–
September (a March SIT climatology was not available).
During April (Fig. 5), the climatological SIT is continuously decreasing in space from the north of Greenland
and the Canadian Archipelago toward the Siberian Shelf
seas and the coast of Alaska. Compared to Romanov
(1995), the SIT in the ECHAM run is by far too thick
(with a mean values of 4–5 m) in the central Arctic
Ocean, north of Greenland, off the Canadian coast, and
in the Chukchi and East Siberian seas. There are two
areas where SIT maxima of 5 m are reached in ECHAM,
one to the north of Greenland and another near the coast
of the East Siberian Sea. Nevertheless, the ECHAMsimulated SIT continuously decreases toward the western
part of the Arctic. For FNCEP, SIT is reduced overall
relative to the ECHAM run but still exceeds the values
from Romanov (1995). Thick sea ice (3–4 m) occupies
the center of the Arctic Ocean, the coast of Alaska, and
the Chukchi and East Siberian seas. There is only one SIT
maximum to the north of Greenland, but ice accumulated
near the East Siberian and Chukchi seas coast is thicker
than in the areas offshore. Continuous decrease of SIT
toward the western part of the Arctic is also present but
starts much closer to the center of the Arctic Ocean than
in ECHAM and Romanov (1995).
The observed SIT distribution in August–September
(Fig. 6) is characterized by a maximum (about 3 m) in
the Canadian basin with SIT values declining below
70 cm toward the Siberian Shelf and toward zero in the
Kara Sea. In contrast, the SIT maximum in the ECHAM
run is shifted laterally toward the North Pole, and from
there SIT decreases steadily toward the Beaufort Sea,
the coast of Alaska and the Chukchi Sea on one side, and
the Laptev, Kara, and Barents seas on the other side. Sea
ice thicker than observed is simulated in the East Siberian Sea (especially the western part), the Canadian
Archipelago and Greenland, where the sea ice reaches
its thickness maximum. In the FNCEP run, maximum
SIT is located near the Canadian Archipelago, with a
tongue of thick ice shifted to the Beaufort Sea and
coast of Alaska, and further propagates toward the East
Siberian Sea. As in winter, SIT is overestimated also
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FIG. 5. (left) Climatological April mean thickness (in cm) of observed sea ice, adapted from Romanov (1995). (right) Mean April sea ice
thickness for (top) ECHAM and (bottom) FNCEP.

during summer months by both model runs. Potentially
more troublesome might be the fact that the model
simulates the wrong spatial structures of the summer sea
ice thickness.
The above-mentioned SIT values are summarized in
Table 1 for April and for September. From the table it
is obvious that the spatial distribution of SIT is not well
represented in the models, but also that differences between model runs are significant. While the FNCEP run
tends to be closer to the climatological numbers, one has
to be careful in this comparison, in that the climatological

thickness distributions are also very uncertain (much more
so than previously discussed satellite SIC observations).
A summary of simulated SIT is provided in Fig. 7 in
form of a histogram of SIT simulated in the ECHAM and
FNCEP runs (because observations are present only in
form of hand-drawn maps, it is impossible to include them
into the figure): both model runs show roughly the same
bimodal distribution during March; however, during September, the ECHAM run shows a peak in the distribution
for 4-m thick sea ice, which is absent in the FNCEP run.
Not only does the ECHAM run simulates too compact ice
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for August–September.

(cf. Fig. 4), it actually also produces too thick summer ice
as compared to the FNCEP run and presumably also as
compared to the few available observations.

c. Interannual variations of sea ice concentration
Fields of the STD of observed SIC (Fig. 1, lower panels)
suggest a substantial interannual variability in September SIC over the continental slope and shelf areas
of the Eurasian sector. For comparison, Fig. 8 shows
the respective fields of September SIC, but now from
the ECHAM and FNCEP runs. The figure reveals that
significant variability in SIC occurs only at the ice edges
of the ECHAM run, notably on the Siberian shelf and
toward the Barents Sea. However, hardly any variability in the simulated sea ice is present in the central
Arctic. In contrast, observations indicate a further retreat
of summer sea ice and much more variability in the central
Arctic. We note that, unlike ECHAM, the FNCEP run

shows a high degree of interannual SIC variability over
a large fraction of the Siberian sector of the Arctic and to
the east of the Lomonosov Ridge.
For a quantitative comparison of the model’s interannual SIC variability with observations, we show in
Fig. 9 time series of observed and simulated monthly
mean September SIC from three representative areas
(see Figs. 1 and 8 for the geographic positions of these
areas). It is obvious that the ECHAM run shows very
little interannual variability, while the FNCEP run
matches better the observed interannual variability, albeit often with different amplitude. The top panel represents a region in the northern part of the Laptev Sea,
where observations and the FNCEP run suggest high
interannual September SIC variability. ECHAM time
series show a lower STD and higher mean concentration
of September SIC. In the FNCEP run, because this
geographic location is very close to its sea ice edge,
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FIG. 7. Distribution of sea ice thickness in (top) March and (bottom) September (bin width
0.5 m, beginning at 0.01 m) as simulated by the ECHAM and FNCEP model runs.

a stronger interannual variability can be found; nevertheless, the generally better agreement between FNCEP
and GSFC is still apparent.
The middle panel represents SIC variations in the area
north of the East Siberian Sea, which includes the ice edge
in the GSFC data as well as central parts of the Arctic
Ocean. Despite the fact that the spatial distribution of
STD fields in the FNCEP and GSFC fields are different,
mean values are close to each other. The ECHAM run
again does not simulate enough interannual variability
since its ice edge is very close to the coast in this region.
The bottom panel represents a location at the center of
the Arctic Basin, where satellite data show high September SIC concentrations and low interannual variability. Here both model runs agree with observations.
Common to all three panels of Fig. 9 is that the FNCEP

run tends to produce more realistic results and that the
error in the coupled ECHAM run is considerably larger.
We calculate NAO indexes for the ECHAM and
NCEP runs (not shown) and find that the NAO standard
deviation in ECHAM run is smaller by a factor of 1.7
than the NAO standard deviation in the FNCEP run.
Lack of interannual variability suggests that our coupled
model does not represent realistically some fundamental characteristics of atmospheric variability over the
Arctic (see, e.g., the analysis of NAO representation in
ECHAM5 by Pinto et al. 2008).

4. Sea ice transports
Sea ice drift is an important parameter determining
the distribution and thickness of sea ice in the Arctic
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FIG. 8. Standard deviation of monthly mean sea ice concentrations for September (1980–99) (left) in the ECHAM
run and (right) in the FNCEP run. Rectangles indicate geographic locations for which time series of sea ice concentrations are shown in Fig. 9.

Ocean, as well as the sea ice export into the Nordic seas.
Observations of sea ice drift are available from the
Pathfinder dataset on a 25-km spatial grid (Fowler 2003).
Monthly mean sea ice velocity vectors, representing the
years 1980–99, are shown in Fig. 10 for March and
October. October is shown here instead of September
because of problems with passive microwave radiometer
observations of sea ice drifts during September (Kwok
et al. 1998; Maslanik et al. 1996).
Observed March ice transports display two main sea
ice drift features, notably the Beaufort gyre located in
the Canadian Arctic Ocean, and a transpolar drift. In the
Beaufort gyre, ice is transported anticyclonically, bringing ice from the Canadian shelf to the north of Alaska and
the Chukchi Sea. The opposite side of the Beaufort gyre
is part of the transpolar drift, feeding ice from the Siberian shelf region all the way toward the Fram Strait where
it is exported into the Nordic seas. The transpolar drift
originates from the Laptev and the East Siberian seas.
Another, yet smaller, feature in ice transport is the
Barents Sea transport, which also feeds sea ice toward the
Nordic seas. As compared to March, October observations show essentially similar, but enhanced, transport
structures, with a stronger and larger Beaufort gyre and
a stronger transpolar drift.
In the ECHAM run the center of the Beaufort gyre is
shifted, forming a strong anticyclonic ice gyre in the
central Arctic Ocean, and the transpolar drift is shifted
toward Severnaya Zemlya Islands and Franz Josef Land;
that is, more toward the sea ice edge. As a consequence,

the ice export from the East Siberian Sea is very small in
the ECHAM run and a transpolar drift is quasi absent.
Ice exported through the Fram Strait originates mainly
from the area of the Eurasian shelf break. We note also
that due to the strong Arctic ice gyre, the ice on the
Siberian shelf originates to some extent from the Canadian part.
We conclude from Fig. 10 that the observed ice transport is very poorly represented in the ECHAM run. This
problem seems much remedied in the FNCEP run (bottom row of Fig. 10), pointing again toward the atmosphere
as the primary cause for uncertainties in high-latitude
climate parameters in the coupled ECHAM model. In
the FNCEP run, the center of the Beaufort gyre and the
transpolar drift is now much more realistic both in terms
of structure and amplitude. However, the main source
of the ice exported southward through Fram Strait is
not the central Arctic Ocean, but the area to the north of
Greenland.
Figure 10 already indicates that the southward sea ice
transport through the Fram Strait (and Davis Strait) in
both model runs is much larger than what is observed.
This is quantified in Fig. 11 showing a histogram of sea
ice velocity magnitude for the entire Northern Hemisphere. For the comparison, observed ice velocities from
Pathfinder data were interpolated to the model grid,
and simulated ice velocities are used only over regions
with SIC exceeding 0.15. During March, the maximum
percentages in all three time series are between 0.01 and
0.03 m s21, albeit at different levels: The Pathfinder data
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FNCEP runs they decline more slowly, reaching values of
0.4 m s21 and are more associated with the ice export
through the Fram Strait. In September, peaks of the ice
velocity magnitude distribution in the ECHAM and
FNCEP runs are shifted relative to the Pathfinder data
toward higher values, but overall sea ice transports are
smaller. We note that the shape of the FNCEP distribution agrees more with the Pathfinder data than with the
ECHAM result especially in March. Martin and Gerdes
(2007) compare AOMIP model’s simulations of the ice
transport with satellite observations and also found that
AOMIP models tend to have a lesser percentage of low
velocity magnitude and a higher percentage of high velocity amplitudes.
Only a few observation-based estimates of ice volume
transports through the Fram Strait are available for a
comparison (Kwok et al. 2004; Vinje et al. 1998). As
expected, the model ice volume export through Fram
Strait is higher than observational estimates (Fig. 12).
In addition, the 1980–99 time–mean FNCEP transport
(3997 km3 yr21) is higher than the ECHAM time-mean
transport (3467 km3 yr21), which can be rationalized by
the fact that differences exist in the sea ice pathways
feeding ice with different thicknesses toward the Fram
Strait: in the ECHAM run the sea ice drifts to the Fram
Strait mainly from the Eurasian part of the Arctic
Ocean; this ice is relatively young and thin. In the
FNCEP run the main source for the sea ice in the Fram
Strait lies to the north of Greenland, where thick, multiyear ice is situated.

5. Forcing fields

FIG. 9. Time series of mean September sea ice concentrations
from different areas for the period 1980–99. Shown are GSFC
observations (green curve), the ECHAM run (red curve), and the
FNCEP run (blue curve). Time series from positions (top) 1,
(middle) 2, and (bottom) 3 in Figs. 1 and 8.
21

peak at a 19% level near 0.02 m s velocity magnitude,
the ECHAM and FNCEP data peak at 9% and 13%,
respectively, near the same velocity magnitude. In
Pathfinder, data percentages decline rapidly for velocity magnitudes .0.1 m s21, while in the ECHAM and

Based on the differences between the sea ice simulations obtained from the coupled ECHAM and the
FNCEP runs, we hypothesized above that these differences emerge primarily from differences between the
ECHAM atmosphere and the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis in
terms of surface flux fields. However, differences in the
atmosphere forcing fields also lead to different Arctic
Ocean properties that may affect sea ice from below.
In the following, we will quantify the impact of atmospheric and ocean forcing on sea ice properties by analyzing differences in the fields of air temperature at 2-m
height (SAT), sea level pressure (SLP), and ocean hydrographic properties from both runs.

a. Atmospheric forcing
With respect to March SAT, Fig. 13 reveals that the
field is biased high in the ECHAM run by 0.78C (averaged
over the Arctic Ocean north of 608N) relative to the
NCEP-RA1 reanalysis. Nevertheless spatial structures
agree in that SAT increases in both fields from the
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FIG. 10. Ice motion vectors for (left) March and (right) October for (top) Pathfinder project
data, (middle) the ECHAM run, and (bottom) the FNCEP run. For Pathfinder data, every fifth
vector is shown; for ECHAM and FNCEP runs, every second vector is shown. The speed of each
vector is color coded (cm s21).
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FIG. 12. Sea ice volume transport through the Fram Strait as
simulated by the ECHAM and FNCEP model runs and analyzed
by previous studies.

FIG. 11. Distribution of sea ice velocities from the entire Northern
Hemisphere for (top) March and (bottom) September. Percentage
values of the y axis correspond to histogram bins along the x axis
with a bin width of 0.01 m s21 beginning at 0.001. Shown are Pathfinder data, the ECHAM run, and the FNCEP run as green, red, and
blue curves, respectively. Note the different vertical scale on graphs.

Canadian Archipelago toward the Eurasian shelf, the
coast of Alaska and the Fram Strait, and the position
of the ECHAM 08C isotherm essentially coincides with
the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis. In contrast, the ECHAM
September SAT distribution is centered around a minimum located near the geometric North Pole, while the
minimum in the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis is shifted toward
Greenland and on average is higher by 0.68C. With respect to SLP (which in the figure are superimposed on the
SAT fields), the respective field for the ECHAM run
indicates an anticyclonic atmospheric circulation system
centered on the North Pole whereas in the NCEP-RA1
reanalysis a low pressure system spreads in a troughlike
fashion from the Icelandic minimum up to the Laptev Sea.
To better highlight the differences between the two
atmospheric forcing fields and to discuss their dynamical
consequences for the coupled sea ice–ocean model, we
show in Fig. 14 respective difference fields for SLP and
SAT. The upper part of the figure reveals a pronounced
quasi-permanent high pressure anomaly in the ECHAM
run relative to the NCEP reanalysis, located over the

North Pole. This is especially obvious in September when
the high pressure system forms a quasi-permanent anticyclonic atmospheric gyre that occupies large parts of
the Arctic. The respective Ekman transport leads to an
anomalous convergence of thick ice in the central Arctic
in the ECHAM run during summer months, explaining
why in the ECHAM run (and potentially in other IPCCtype models) too much sea ice is being found in the
central Arctic Basin that is hardly varying in time. In
general terms, SLP gradients are associated with surface
wind stress fields, and SLP therefore affects the dynamical part of the ice model. Because of this, sea ice
drift is nearly parallel to the isobars (Zubov and Somov
1940; Kwok 2008), and this holds also for the difference
fields of SLP and differences in sea ice transports shown
in the figure. In essence, Fig. 14 suggests that the error in
the ECHAM atmosphere in form of an anticyclonic circulation around the geographic North Pole is driving
a similar, but erroneous gyre in the sea ice, which in turn is
responsible for the wrong sea ice distribution and sea ice
thickness diagnosed above in the ECHAM run.
Nevertheless, errors arise also from the atmospheric
thermal forcing of sea ice (lower row of Fig. 14). In March
the ECHAM run are too warm to the north of Greenland,
between Spitsbergen and the Novaya Zemlya Archipelago, and in the Baffin Bay and Labrador Sea, where the
differences in SAT reach 78C; over most of the remaining
parts of the Arctic Ocean differences are typically of the
order of 18–28C. In the ECHAM run, temperature gradients over the Arctic seas are lower than in the NCEPRA1 reanalysis; also over large areas to the north of
Greenland ECHAM is too warm. ECHAM is colder than
the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis by up to 68C in the Laptev Sea
and the western part of the East Siberian Sea and over the
Chukchi Sea. During September, the ECHAM SAT is
lower than the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis over large parts of
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FIG. 13. Climatological monthly mean surface air temperature (contours, color coded, 8C) and sea level pressure (contours, hPa) fields for
(left) March and (right) September. Shown are results for (top) ECHAM and (bottom) the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis.

the Arctic, except north of Greenland and over parts of
the Canadian Archipelago where ECHAM is warmer, up
to 38C near Ellesmere Island. ECHAM is colder mainly
over the Arctic Seas, up to 68C over the Laptev Sea and

the western part of the East Siberian Sea and over the
Chukchi Sea.
Because SAT affects the thermodynamics of sea ice,
the differences in SIC between the ECHAM and the
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FIG. 14. (top) Differences between the climatological monthly mean (left) March and (right) September ECHAM–NCEP-RA1 SLP
(contour interval is 1 hPa). Superimposed are the vectors of the respective climatological monthly mean difference fields for ice motions,
with only every second vector plotted and speeds color coded in cm s21. (bottom) Contours show differences in climatological (left)
March and (right) September ECHAM–NCEP-RA1 SAT fields. Superimposed in color are respective ECHAM–GSFC SIC difference
fields.
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GSFC data are well correlated with the differences in
SAT of ECHAM and the NCEP-RA1 reanalysis. In
March, the area of the biggest SIC differences, located
between Spitsbergen and the Novaya Zemlya Archipelago, coincides with the region of the biggest SAT error
in ECHAM. During September, the too-large ECHAM
SAT north of Greenland can help to explain the too-low
ECHAM SIC there. Conversely, too-low ECHAM SAT
over the Siberian seas, the Bering Strait, and the Canadian
coast, associated with a shift of the Arctic gyre, may be
partly responsible for too-high ECHAM SIC in these regions. There is a possibility that larger area of open water
increase upward heat flux and cause SAT increase, but this
process probably has a smaller impact in this case since
SAT further south, over Siberia, are also too high in the
ECHAM run.
While interpreting the results, one has to recall that
the NCEP-RA1 SAT and SLP fields in the Arctic are far
from perfect. The NCEP-RA1 was compared with observations from the ‘‘North Pole’’ drifting stations (NP)
by Makshtas et al. (2007). The authors found that for the
period of 1978–91 in the spring SAT from NCEP-RA1 is
higher than observed (by 2.38C) at the NP, but in autumn it is lower (by 1.88C). SLP from NCEP-RA1 and
NP showed good agreement between datasets in all
periods, but NCEP-RA1 SLP in most cases was a bit
lower than NP SLP. Taking into account these two parameters as well as a total cloudiness, specific humidity,
and wind on 10 m, the authors concluded that RA1 data
should be used with ‘‘great caution’’ as forcing for sea ice
models. Despite the uncertainties in the NCEP reanalysis,
results of the ocean–ice model driven by the NCEP-RA1
reanalysis are nevertheless superior relative to ECHAM
results and we can anticipate that with even better atmospheric forcing fields, the simulation of the coupled
ocean–ice model would improve further. While interpreting the difference in atmospheric forcing between the
two analyzed model runs one also has to recall that
the NCEP run is performed in an uncoupled mode, while
the ECHAM run is a coupled system. Clearly the comparison of two offline model runs would be ideal. However, the ECHAM5 atmosphere already ‘‘remembers’’ all
feedbacks that it gets from the ocean during the coupled
run. Although the surface fluxes (bulk formulas) in the
FNCEP and ECHAM setups do differ, making an ‘‘offline’’ run with the ECHAM5 atmosphere from the coupled run would show only the sensitivity of the solution to
the differences in the bulk formulas, and would not contribute to the scientific question addressed in the paper.

b. Ocean forcing
Similar to the atmospheric forcing, the ocean circulation can influence sea ice in two different ways: 1)

VOLUME 23

dynamically, by affecting sea ice transport, and 2) thermodynamically, by sea ice melting and freezing. However, when analyzing ocean surface currents under the
ice (not shown), one finds that in both simulations ocean
currents essentially follow the main pathways of sea ice
transport (accounting for the respective angle of rotation) and therefore do not force the ice velocity and
direction. A more important ocean forcing mechanism
might therefore be that Atlantic water entering from the
Nordic seas through the Fram Strait and Barents Sea
pushes under the cold fresh surface layer, leading to
a relatively warm salty layer between 200- and 600-m
depth named the Atlantic water (AW) layer. Although
the temperature of the AW layer is higher than in water
masses above and below, the heat exchange with the
surface layer is suppressed by the cold halocline layer
(CHL) separating both water masses. The correct simulation of these two important features of the Arctic
Ocean (AW and CHL) is important for simulating the
correct water-mass properties of the upper Arctic Ocean,
yet it remains a challenge, even in regional models. According to Holloway et al. (2007), models participating in
the AOMIP tend to overestimate the AW layer thickness
and exhibited thermally stratified upper ocean; that is,
they failed to form a proper CHL. This shortcoming
can have a pronounced impact on the heat budget of the
upper Arctic Ocean layer and will affect sea ice on decadal to centennial time scales (Steele and Boyd 1998;
Martinson and Steele 2001).
To test the vertical thermal and haline stratification of
the ECHAM and FNCEP runs, we compare temperature, salinity, and density vertical profiles with the Polar
Science Center Hydrographic Climatology (PHC 3.0;
Steele et al. 2001) in the Eurasian sector of the Arctic
Ocean, where temperature of AW is highest (Fig. 15).
Both runs show thicker, shallower and warmer AW layers.
The ECHAM run shows a rapid temperature increase
right from the surface without any indication of the mixedlayer presence. In the FNCEP run, the mixed layer is
disturbed by a warmer spike in the middle, probably because of the temperature restoring process at the surface.
We note that a mixed layer is lacking in all salinity profiles
and a strong pycnocline starts right from the surface in the
two simulations, closely following the observed salinity
profile. We also note that the Brunt–Väisälä frequency
(BVF; not shown) is quite similar among the datasets in
the first 50 m of the water column, but in the range of
50–150 m the BVF is considerably smaller in the FNCEP
run than in the PHC climatology and the ECHAM run.
We see from Fig. 15 that the heat content of the Arctic
Ocean is quite different between the two runs and between the model simulations and the observations. To
test if this does affect sea ice budget and sea ice
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FIG. 15. (top) Vertical profiles of September ocean, top: temperature, middle: salinity, and bottom: density from PHC climatology and model runs (1980–99). Green: PHC, red: ECHAM run,
and blue: FNCEP run. (middle) Parameters are averaged over the
area shown in the middle panel.

distribution in the model simulations, we analyze the
heat convergence in the model’s Arctic Ocean and the
associated heat loss to the ice or atmosphere. To do so,
we compute the total top to bottom heat content change
and heat convergence in area 1 (Laptev Sea; see Fig. 15
for the area) where heat changes are largest in both runs.
While doing the computations, we assume that lateral
diffusion is negligible (or at least the same between the
two runs) and that differences in heat content change
and heat convergence will serve as a diagnostic of heat
exchange through the surface of the ocean (either to sea
ice or the atmosphere).
Results are shown in the top row of Fig. 16 in terms of
area-averaged mean September SIC and surface heat
exchange in ECHAM and FNCEP runs. Positive values
indicate an oceanic heat uptake through the surface. In
both runs curves are visually anticorrelated with each
other (a formal correlation coefficient for ECHAM is
20.18, for the FNCEP run 20.19), showing a decrease of
ocean heat uptake through the surface, or increase in
heat loss to the atmosphere simultaneous to an increase
of SIC and vice versa. This suggests that the ocean heat
content is not used to first order to melt sea ice; rather,
during periods with increased amounts of open water, the
ocean tends to gain heat from the atmosphere (by absorbing heat through the surface), and during years with
high SIC the ocean tends to lose the heat to the atmosphere and/or to sea ice. A noticeable exception from this
tendency can be found during the year 1991, when in the
FNCEP run we see a spike in heat loss from the ocean
associated with close to zero SIC in the Laptev Sea, simultaneous to high lateral heat convergence and increase in total heat content caused by the advection
from aside (Fig. 16, bottom). We also note that the increase in ocean heat content occurs after SIC declines,
not before. In contrast, two events of increased heat
content (by advective heat inflow) in the ECHAM run
are not associated with any change in the SIC record
(Fig. 16, bottom).
In summary, we conclude that in both model runs,
heat from the ocean might influence SIC only during
extreme events of strong lateral influx of heat, and even
then a relation between regional heat content increase
and sea ice melting is not unambiguous. We note, however, that on time scales longer than those considered here,
the impact of ocean heat content on the development of
SIC remains to be expected.

6. Discussion and conclusions
This paper provides a contribution to a detailed evaluation of IPCC-type coupled climate models against
observations with focus on the Arctic sea ice system. The
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FIG. 16. (top) Heat change through the surface (red) and September SIC (blue). (bottom) Heat convergence (red), total heat content
change (green), and September SIC (blue). (left) ECHAM run, (right) FNCEP run.

IPCC projections tend to be interpreted as forecasts of
the Arctic sea ice system. However, Eisenman et al.
(2007) provided already a critique of the limited skill ice
forecasting models generally. The authors concluded
that IPCC-type models during AR4 simulated satisfactorily the present-day sea ice conditions, but that uncertainties in the atmospheric cloud cover combined
with a high sensitivity of equilibrium sea ice thickness to
sea ice albedo lead to high uncertainties in sea ice predictions. Here we demonstrate that even for present-day
conditions sea ice simulations by IPCC-type models
show large uncertainties. Although our in depths analysis shows shortcomings of one model, the model was
deemed one of the best in simulating sea ice characteristics; Parkinson et al. (2006) compared the seasonal cycle
in satellite SIE with respective results from 11 models
participating in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report and
reported that the ECHAM/MPI-OM model was among
the most favorable models to represent the annual cycle
of sea ice in the Northern Hemisphere. We can therefore
expect that results reported here from the ECHAM run

should be representative for other IPCC-type models as
well and that problems found in our own analysis and
summarized above might actually apply to many other
climate models. By scrutinizing our own model, we attempt to identify possible sources of errors that need to
be improved to improve the skill of present-day Arctic
system climate simulations and projections of the Arctic
system into the next century.
From a comparison of two runs of the identical MPI-M
ocean–ice model [one forced by an interactive atmosphere (ECHAM run), the other forced by the quasirealistic NCEP-RA1 reanalysis surface fluxes (FNCEP
run)] against simultaneous observations of sea ice characteristics during the period 1980–99, we can draw several main conclusions. Some confirming conclusions have
been drawn by previous studies, and it can be expected
that the shortcomings documented here apply more generally to IPCC-type coupled climate models.
d

While simulated wintertime sea ice distributions are
close to what has been observed, the summer sea ice
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conditions are highly sensitive to details of the atmospheric forcing. Simulations by the fully coupled
IPCC-type ECHAM model cause significant deficits in
essentially all present-day ice parameters over the Arctic
Ocean. In contrast, summer sea ice results are much
more realistic in the NCEP-driven run, which provides
quasi-realistic present day atmospheric conditions.
A major agent for deficits in the sea ice conditions,
including uncertainties in basin-scale sea ice transports,
is an unrealistic high pressure system in the ECHAM
run centered to the geometric North Pole in the model,
which occupies the entire central Arctic. It drives a
quasi-permanent anticyclonic basin-scale gyre of ice
transport and causes, through an Ekman ice drift, the
buildup of thick ice in the Central Basin. Errors in the
associated surface wind stress (atmospheric circulation) leading to errors in the sea ice pathways and
dynamics are a primary reason for the errors in the
ECHAM sea ice.
The ECHAM run substantially underestimates the
atmospheric interannual and decadal variability over
the Arctic. Accordingly the interannual to decadal variability of sea ice cover and sea ice transport is underrepresented in the ECHAM run, which in the
FNCEP run is significantly correlated with the NAO/
AO index.
Sea ice transports are higher in amplitude in both
model runs than in Pathfinder data, and ice transport
patterns in the model simulations do not coincide with
the patterns in the Pathfinder data, especially in the
ECHAM run. Associated higher ice velocities lead to
an unrealistically high ice export through the Fram
Strait in the model simulations; differences in the sea
ice advection pathways from both runs feed sea ice to
the Fram Strait from different source regions, which
affect the thickness and thus the ice volume leaving
the Arctic toward the Nordic seas.
While hydrographic conditions are quite different between the two analyzed runs, we find no indications
of a substantial impact of the ocean heat content differences on the sea ice distribution or variation on
interannual to decadal time scales—again pointing toward the atmosphere as the dominant driver for Arctic
sea ice variability, with the ocean on basin-scale responding more passively in its air–sea interaction to
varying insulation through sea ice coverage. The situation might be quite different on centennial time scales,
however, pointing toward uncertainties of IPCC sea ice
projections to also originate from the ocean. This means
that a good representation of the ocean circulation and
its temporal variability–changes is critical for simulations of present and future ice–ocean interactions (cf.
also Bitz et al. 2006).
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The uncertainties in the ECHAM atmosphere also
lead to substantial differences of the Arctic Ocean
circulation, its hydrography, and its water masses. In
particular, the subsurface ECHAM Arctic Ocean is
too warm by several degrees Celsius. However,
a strong near-surface halocline prevents this warm
water from melting the sea ice from underneath. The
halocline structure in the FNCEP run is much more
similar with observed conditions, but weaker, and
temperatures in the ocean interior are higher. This
may lead to penetration of heat through the halocline
to the ice bottom in the FNCEP run. However, not
enough in situ observations exist to evaluate the simulated ocean circulation comprehensively.

This study is the first examination of the ECHAM/
MPI-OM model sea ice characteristics and is an attempt
to understand the causes for discrepancies between
model and observations when both atmosphere and ocean
forcing were considered. For the first time, we also compare simulated thickness of the sea ice against datasets that
have reliable information about the thickness in the Arctic
seas, were it to play a crucial role during summer melting
season. We show that not only the wrong SLP field but
also lack of interannual atmospheric variability is an important cause for the difficulties in proper Arctic sea ice
simulations.
We conclude that in order to improve the present-day
simulations of the Arctic sea ice system, the ECHAM
atmosphere needs to be improved over the Arctic in
both its time-mean and time-varying components. Our
findings are in line with conclusions drawn previously by
Hunke and Holland (2007) who, from a comparison of
the simulation of sea ice over the Arctic using three
different atmospheric forcing datasets, also noted the
fundamental impact of the atmospheric forcing on the
thickness simulations as well as significantly different
advection of heat and salt and ice–ocean stress. We identify here a quasi-permanent Arctic atmospheric circulation as the primary reason for the deficits in the simulated
sea ice parameters.
Causes for this artificial atmospheric circulation around
the model’s North Pole are unknown at this point and
need a serious model improvement effort to remedy.
Also unknown is the cause for the lack of Arctic variability in the ECHAM model as well as the extent to
which problems in the simulation of the summer sea ice
jointly with the underestimation of atmospheric variability affect the quality of sea ice projections over the next
century by the ECHAM model and needs further investigations. The same holds for the extensive warm bias
in the simulated Arctic Ocean and its impact on climate
projections, for example, by melting sea ice from below.
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